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Veronika Dolar
 

Food and Wine Economics (CRN 1825S18) Spring 2018
Responses: 5  Course Enrollment: 11

Survey ResultsSurvey Results

1. Evaluation of Instructor1. Evaluation of Instructor

The instructor presented the course material clearly.1.1)
Almost AlwaysAlmost Never n=5

av.=5

The instructor stimulated interest in this subject.1.2)
Almost AlwaysAlmost Never n=5

av.=4.8

The instructor cleared up points of confusion.1.3)
Almost AlwaysAlmost Never n=5

av.=4.8

Tests and assignments were related to material
covered in class.

1.4)
Almost AlwaysAlmost Never n=5

av.=5

The tests and assignments were graded fairly.1.5)
Almost AlwaysAlmost Never n=5

av.=4.8

Course objectives were clear.1.6)
Almost AlwaysAlmost Never n=5

av.=4.6

2. Overall Impression of the Course2. Overall Impression of the Course

How much do you feel you learned in this course?
     1=Nothing
     5=A lot

2.1)
51 n=5

av.=4.8

Please provide an overall rating of this instructor's
teaching.
     1=Very Negative
     5=Very Positive

2.2)
51 n=5

av.=4.8

Please provide an overall rating of this course.
     1=Very Negative
     5=Very Positive

2.3)
51 n=5

av.=4.8
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3. Background Information3. Background Information

Is this course a requirement for your major? 3.1)

n=5Yes 3

No 2

What is your class standing?3.2)

n=5Freshman 0

Sophomore 0

Junior 1

Senior 4

Graduate Student 0

Other 0

What is your approximate cumulative GPA?3.3)

n=54.0 1

3.5 1

3.0 1

2.5 2

2.0 0

1.5 0

1.0 0

Less than 1.0 0

Unknown 0

What grade do you expect in this class?3.4)

n=5A 2

B 1

C 1

D 0

F 0

Unsure 1
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Comments ReportComments Report

4. Written Feedback4. Written Feedback

What were the strengths of this course and/or instructor?4.1)

A major strength of this course was that I learned a lot of things that were both applicable to the class and to work outside of class. This
class taught me a lot about economics in food and wine. It also sharpened my skills as we used word, excel, mini-tab and google sites.
This class targeted to improve our own skills as students to better prepare us for life after college and efficiently taught us about food and
wine economics. Prof. Dolar was also very helpful in case anyone had questions or needed help with assignments after or outside of class.

Professor Dolar makes sure that the work is clear 

Tied together alot of nutritional information in correlation to food and wine economics.

she is a teacher that is straight to the point

very passionate about class, learned a lot

What were the weaknesses of this course and/or instructor?4.2)

The class is a little bit to hard

The course could've been more interesting 

There were no real weaknesses of this class. The snow days this semester did push us back so we did not get to do everything as
intended. However, Prof. Dolar did a good job of picking up the pace and teaching us as much as we could learn despite missing a few
days due to the snow.

some assignments where very long

Use this space for any additional comments.4.3)

I did not know this was a writing intensive course when I signed up for this class. My thoughts coming into this class was that it was going
to be a simple economics class. However, that was not the case and I am very happy that it wasn't. I have learned more in this class than
a few classes combined because of the approach of using so many different platforms to do our work. We created our own websites which
helped me review better. We also used word and excel and this class improved my comfort with all of these applications. I was also
introduced to mini-tab, which I did not even know about prior to taking this class. I would highly recommend this class to people who want
to learn and apply their knowledge through different platforms while simultaneously sharpening their skills in such platforms.

really enjoyed this class, professor Dolar went above and beyond in class to help us. thanks!


